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Reaction Paper for Rizal Movie by Cesar Montano Paper Paper. One of the strengths of Jose Rizal is the incorporation
of the characters of Noli Me Tangere and.

It shows how Rizal really love his mother country for him to sacrificed his own life. The final few scenes
show Rizal being led out to the execution ground. The University of Saint Thomas. With impeccable
production values and a truly great performance by the lead actor, Cesar Montano, "Jose Rizal" is the equal of
anything that Hollywood can produce and better than most of the crap that Hollywood routinely puts out on
the street. He is a legacy of what a real Filipino is. Both were locked up-the forme to a person whom she does
not love; the latter to a place, which seems to be a dead end. Veneration without understanding and the second
coming of rizal reaction paper One saving grace, however, was that he met Josephine. They were the servant
of the Spaniards. But I won't be forgetting "Jose Rizal" anytime soon. I am simply stating my opinions on his
performance without any biases of the sort. The new governor promptly orders a show trial where the outcome
has already been decided. It covers his life from his childhood to his execution at the hands of the Spanish
forces occupying the Philippines in the late 19th century. Was it beyond his will, or did he want it to happen? I
particularly love the last scene when Rizal fell in the ground facing the sky, having his last breath look at a
beautiful surprise â€” it only shows that Rizal did not die in vain. Formation of the La Liga Filipina. In the
other scene a Catholic priest beats a child for alleged stealing. This is a plan hatched by his brother Paciano. It
is obvious that Rizal likes his cousin. There are graphic depictions of violence and even torture. The opening
few scenes depict some episodes from Rizal's novels. I must tell you that my wife was crying like a baby
during this scene and she's seen the movie twice. Related Interests. As a youth, I am challenge that I could do
better. Posted by. The defense counsel tells Rizal that he thought the second novel to be very sad. Excusing
himself, the defense counsel leaves the ball. Guerrilla leader Bonifacio tells his Katipunan to tear up their
cedulas. Firstly, Cesar Montano is a man worthy of praises for his excellent performance in his portrayal of
Dr. Rizal Reaction Paper The film works through a series of flashback showing Rizal as a writer, a doctor, an
artist, a lover, a friend, a brother, and a son which made him to consider as our national hero. Any idiot
reading Philippine history will know that the Manila uprising of Andres Bonifacio Versosa was roundly
defeated after the debacle of Pinaglabanan. It now serves only as a picture of what had been. His actions
embodied and convinced the audience that he is Rizal; he is not the contemporary Montano but instead, he is
the personification of our national hero. Rizal's novels are banned in the Philippines. They made it easy for me
to understand the flow of the story.


